27th Sept. 2015

PUBLIC NOTICE

Attention of the public is invited to the instances that in the recent times, some unscrupulous callers/cheaters are fraudulently impersonating themselves as officer/officials of CBSE and some of them making of fake calls in the name of officers of CBSE and asking the members of public and students to deposit money in the bank account numbers given by the fake callers promising to facilitate them in CBSE. These fake callers make such calls from different mobile numbers.

All the members of public are advised to remain alert and vigilant and prevent themselves from being cheated in the hands of such unscrupulous elements and not to fall in the trap. In case such calls are received by any person, the same must be got verified from the concerned CBSE officer/official immediately. Contact details are available on CBSE website www.cbse.nic.in.

The members of public are also advised to sensitize other public at large around them, to refrain themselves from falling in the trap of such unscrupulous elements who impersonate themselves as CBSE officers/officials.
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